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Firstly, a warm welcome to all of our
new members!
After such a disruptive couple of years
it’s been exciting to see so many keen
new members heading out on the
weekends – when it’s not been pour
ing. Despite having a few of our big
events washed out (RIP the Cocktails
Castle trip and both of our Kangaroo
on the
Valley Extravaganzas), we’ve had such
a great year so far with both new and
old trip leaders organising heaps of
trips. The biggest concern we had after
the big gaps from the pandemic was
that our valuable skills would leave
the club before they could be passed
down.
To the contrary, we’ve seen plenty of
beginner friendly trips run by emer
ging and experienced leaders alike
many new faces going up walls, throu
, and so
gh canyons, into kayaks and out on
the trails. I also had a lot of fun seein
veteran Wall maintainers Terence and
g our
Jesse showing the new crowd how
things are done, ensuring that our
walls will continue operating (reasonab
beloved
ly) smoothly for years to come. Turn
s out this involves some specialised
talents, like top belaying off a ladder
from the New Wall’s trapdoor and havin
g a rope hotknifing smoking cerem
ony
without setting off ANU Sport’s man
y fire alarms.
A big thanks to everyone who’s mad
e this happen, especially our wond
erful committee and exec, and life mem
Andrew, Nic, Steve, Steve, Ivan who
bers
continue to do so much for the Club
. Aware that I’m double counting one
Steves here, I’d also like to point out
of the
the amazing work of the Gear Store
Officers lead by Issy, who have man
aged to
keep the club running despite the curre
ntly broken gear store app.
Now, I couldn’t figure out how to segu
e into this, but another thing I think
I’m obligated to share is a discovery
changed my life. If you’ve never tried
that
dehydrating hummus, you’ve been
hiking wrong for years. It’s a little know
fact nowadays, but the Club has two
n
super retro dehydraters for hire that
work really well. Once you’ve hired
one of
these, all you need to do is:
• Make hummus however you like
it. You can do a huge quantity and
don’t need to
bother making it smooth.
• Spread 0.5cm thick over every tray
of the dehydrator. You can put it straig
ht on
the holey trays – it cleans really easil
y afterwards.
• Crank the dehydrators for 12hr
s, or until you get glorious hummus
lasagne
sheets cracking off of the trays. Ther
e should be no signs of moisture and
it
should crumble easily in your hand
s.
• Blend to a fine powder. The awes
ome thing is that this way when you
rehydrate,
it’s super smooth.
• Pack into resealable bags, takin
g care to squeeze out all of the mois
ture.
• To rehydrate, put into a bowl and
slowly add water while stirring. It hone
stly
tastes exactly the same as when it’s
freshly made.
Recipes aside, I’m really excited for
the rest of the year, with a bumper
ski touring season underway, canyons
warmer, Cocktails on the Castle (whic
getting
h I refuse to believe will be rained out)
and whispers of an exciting Kayaking
expedition to the Whitsundays.
As always, please reach out to us if
you have any ideas, suggestions or
feedback!
Ashley Barnes

Cover: Arthur Ranges, Tasmania
Photo: Byron Muir
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By Ivan Dovana
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I’ve recently been review
ing the club’s Trip Lea
der guiding principles
a framework for runnin
to make sure they are
g safe trips for our me
contemporary and pro
mbers. As I delve more
our adventurous activit
vide
into the review, a key
ies—safety is not gua
point keeps coming up
ranteed… This doesn’t
is that the level of risk
with
mean that club activit
and what is acceptabl
ies are unsafe, what it
e for participants may
means
vary.
So what is risk? Accord
ing to ISO 31000:2009
Risk Management – Prin
uncertainty on object
ciples and Guidelines
ives”. In layman’s terms
risk is the “effect of
risk is a product of the
realised. It then follow
likelihood and conseq
s that if we can reduce
uence of a hazard bei
the likelihood, the con
hazard.
ng
sequence or both we
can reduce the risk of
a
Trip Leaders must use
their judgement to ma
nage risk during an act
except the Trip Leader
ivity. Risk management
has the ability to stack
is little like gambling,
the deck in their favour
made, a Trip Leader cou
. Depending on resour
ld even have five aces
ces available and decisio
in their hand. For examp
get hypothermia during
ns
le, if there is a chance
an activity, the Trip Lea
that participants can
der can reduce the risk
participants wear warm
by running the activit
clothes and bringing
y on a warm day, have
a thermos of hot drink.
chance of someone get
The risk has been mitiga
ting hypothermia is alm
ted so much that the
ost nil.
But there’s more to risk
management than jus
t offsetting risks. The foll
considered.
owing are also aspect
s that need to be

Acceptable levels of
ris

k an

d responsibility
How much risk is accept
able? Like gamblers, som
e individuals are quite
while others are happy
conservative - “always
to take bigger risks - “pu
bet on the black” (2:1)
t it all on 7” (36:1). Wh
experience (ie they don
en dealing with beginn
’t know what they don
ers, who have little-to-n
’t
know), Trip Leaders tak
so tend to be more con
o
e responsibility for dec
servative. Conversely
iding the amount of risk
with an experienced gro
individual participants
,
up, the Trip Leader inh
are more and more abl
erits less responsibility
e to take responsibility
as
for themselves.

Competing risks

What if there are multip
le competing hazards?
The answer isn’t always
stopper knot to preven
black and white. For exa
t abseiling off the rop
mple, using a
e is standard practice.
entanglement on the
But when canyoning,
rope is greater than the
if the risk of drowning
risk of falling off the end
use a stopper knot. Wh
from
of the rope, the Trip Lea
en assessing risk Trip Lea
der may choose not to
ders must often decide
on the lesser of two evi
ls.

Contingency actions

Lastly, although a Trip
Leader does all the righ
t things, what if an acc
by having a few extra
ident still happen? In
cards up your sleeve to
this case it’s worth che
stop things getting wo
reason Trip Leaders opt
ating
rse and start making thin
to carry additional gea
gs better again. For this
r for contingencies suc
or Personal Locator Bea
h as first aid kit, emerg
con.
ency shelter, mobile pho
ne
Although risk managem
ent is a broad and often
complex subject, the
of experience, though
basic principles are stra
t and pre-planning, Trip
ight forward. With a bit
Leaders can apply the
keep themselves and
se principles can balanc
their team safe.
e risk against adventure
to
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/co

President: Ashley Barne
s
Vice President: Tom Ry
an (+ trip convenor)
Treasurer: James Carey
Secretary: Issy BookerShobbrook
Social Officer: Shubha
nkar Kapoor
General Officers x 2: Ni
cky Boyce and Katie Sp
ooner
The 2022 committee is
comprised of the follow
ing people:
Activity officers

• Bushwalking officer:
Byron Muir
• Canyoning officer: Ric
hard Salmons
• Kayaking officers: Ni
cky Boyce and Kate Bo
mm
• Mountain biking offi
cer: Pandanas West
• Mountaineering officer
: Byron Muir
• Outdoor climbing offi
cer: Terence Johnson
• XC skiing officers: Ric
hard Salmons and Patric
k Wiltshire
Other roles
• Climbing wall officer
s: Jesse Butcher (head)
, Ashle
Nagasaka, Jake Lyons,
Katie Spooner, Lucas Ta y Barnes, Daniel Pavlich, Hiroki
tnell,
Nguyan, Peter Jones, Sie
nna El Rhazouani, Teren Max Ringland, Melina
Leong, Tom Ryan, Tom
ce Johnson, Tim Rock,
Timothy
Veit, and Wyatt Raynal
• EPIC editors: Katie
Spooner, Nat Walkom
and Nic Fox
• Gear store officers: Iss
y Booker-Shobbrook (he
ad), Ashley Barnes, By
Felicity Lin, Hiroki Na
ron Muir,
gas
Natalie Tegtman, Pand aka, Jonathon Milford, Liana Mustaip, Madi
Shields,
anas West and Steve Ha
re
• Web officers: Nic Fo
x and Ashley Barnes
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CANYONING MACQUARIE PASS
From Macquarie Pass
students to Macquarie Pass
graduates—Cassandra Murrell
Nicky Anne and Saige Abigail
on a wonderful day out earlier
this year! Of course, we
couldn't have done it without
our patient and insightful
mentor, Richard Salmonsteaching and believing in us
all the way!

PHOTOS BY FI FI
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Instant love is one way to explain it; instant gratification
to be on rock is another. I am sure there are many reasons
to explain why I continue to climb and be drawn to the
style, coarseness, and wilderness surrounding ACT granite
on Ngunnawal and Ngambri Country. Long, treacherous
approaches of sticks whipping in all directions, laughing
at Kaz slip off rocks blanketed by lichen; calves and thighs
ready to head back by the first ten minutes. Yet, even
after a not-so-simple hike to the climbing destination; we
climb, and we go at the rock with every intention to enjoy
the adventure each route provides, topping most granite
boulders with a cinematic view of the pines, gums and
rolling hills around us.
My first time on granite felt like sinking sand. So many
new lessons made me feel further and further away from
knowing what I truly was getting myself into. I did not
know how to make tape gloves, how to place protection,
or even how to coil a rope. I was very nervous but my
body was fueled with energy from excitement too. We
jumped on a short but sweet climb called Gripped Off Me
Scone at Pierces Creek – maybe ‘jumped on’ is too soft of
a phrase; rather I groveled, sinking rushed jams to make
sure I’d stay stuck to the rock. I was overwhelmingly in
a world so foreign to me, and this can be painted by my
experience descending the well sized Scone Rock boulder
with no rappel anchors or straightforward descent.
We thought about chimneying down and I almost
committed, but to pay respect to the order of ‘good
practice’ I abseiled down from Nat’s trad anchor, and was
instructed to sling a tree in order for him to rappel down
the other side. I was very scared for him but prayed to the
Granite Gods that he knew what he was doing.
After this climb we attempted to tackle Never Again, a
fitting name for a Trojan horse type climb – you think
it’s all good and fine with reasonable hand jams and
fists, then boom; you are ambushed by a weird flaring
test piece of an ending. This was my first ever day
out tradding (trad climbing), and not only were my
housemates questioning whether or not I had been in a
street brawl, I stumbled home with a lot more curiosity for
what was to come. On this day, I scraped what was to be
a lifelong journey of learning the art of tradition that has
been well kept and nestled among ACT granite - some for
the better, some not so much.
I had only been on a handful of outdoor boulders before
jumping on board the purist train. At once, a constantly
injured gym bro/lassie, after one day on ACT granite I
had instant love for the dark art of crack climbing and
the accompanying texture of granite crystals – a weird
thought. My thought process was to boulder, boulder,
boulder, until I was strong and worthy enough to be
taken beyond the crusty, chalked walls of the gym. I wish
it had not taken so long, and I don’t think you should
have to prove yourself so much, as long as you prove
willing to listen and to learn.

So yes, the first couple of times on ACT granite had
me frowning at my belayer (Mr Nat Walkom), but it
was always followed by non-stop smiles, and thinking
immediately about what awaited me next. One time I
even made the disastrous comment “off-widths are my
b#@$%” after coming off Grimace and Shuffle in Pierce's
Creek.

Story by Sienna Rhazouani

Since then, a great crew of Jim Trihey, Karan Gill, and Nat
Walkom (Sometimes Marissa and Jozo too!) and I have set
off chasing first ascents, overhanging gems, mind buzzing
slabs, and if we are lucky, inverted fights with the rock. I
still recall one of the greatest moments I have ever had
the pleasure of experiencing in my short climbing career.
A thrutchfest, Trilobite; a first ascent by our party – a true
adventure style route that involved us hopping boulders
and bashing through bush to place an eye to a good line.
After making our way through pathless terrain, ascending
and cleaning new lower grade routes, we had found the
line of the day. Jim, Jozo, and I had made our way to a
giant flake with a route already established on the finger
crack to the left, and we gazed upon the possibility of
climbing this wideish crack right above us. Rationally, we
discussed putting our gear aside, our high vis shirts in the
packs, and deciding to leave the day at the note that we
would come back for this line another time. In a matter
of minutes, however, Nat bumbles over to us quickly
scrambling up to the ledge below the potential route,
stating with pure enthusiasm “I am keen to give it a go!”
I know I should have been excited but my energy after
our alpine 6am start, was running thin by 5pm when Nat
decided he would give the route a crack. With a jiggling
tired left leg, and his whole right side thrutching up the
wide crack, he eventually made it to the ledge (somehow
not dislodging the choss that was to fall on the unlucky
Marissa). Jim followed, then Jozo and me, with Marissa
to finish the party ascent. Filled with unmatched joy, we
gleamed out towards the might of ACT’s untameable
landscape.
Past the adventures each day out on ACT granite
provides, to me each route tells a story and provides a
different challenge for different mindsets and different
bodies and different people. That is what brings me back
again and again. This is why I find sharp granite rock in
my dreams, telling me it has been too long since the last
adventure.

Sienna Rhazouani and Nat Walkom searching for new
lines in Peirces Creek, Ngunnawal Country

Karan Gill and Sienna Rhazouani at unnamed crag in
Namadgi on Ngunnawal Country

Josef Meyer, Jim Trihey, Sienna Rhazouani, Nat Walkom
and Marissa Higgins onTrilobite taken by Marissa on
Ngunnawal Country
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The image of climbing Billy-Billy for the first time will forever be ingrained in
my head. Having only been on smooth and painless climbs indoors, on rhyolite
and sandstone my novice inexperienced climbing self would not have been
prepared for what’s to come.
My immersion into the world of climbing peaked in early 2017. After only climbing
for a few months and finally cleaning our own infamous ANUMC crack route, Daniel
Comber Todd finally convinced me to try out Billy-Billy for the first time. Not only
was it my first trad-climb it was also my first time on granite. I know, very exciting!
I made the mistake of not researching the area before our trip. I was more focused
on what to pack for lunch rather than what to expect from the actual climbs. I
packed my helmet, shoes, harness, some band-aids, my quesadillas and was ready
to go. My heart was racing- I was ecstatic.
After 40 minutes of walking, I began flashing back, remembering what Dan told me
as we were walking out of Tianjara a few weeks before.
“Jannah, we should climb Billy-Billy, the walk-in is much easier, you’d love it.”
Dan must’ve been high on drugs or something. It was definitely not easier. It was
long, elusive, rocky and steep. Not only that, coming from Malaysia, stinging nettle
was not a thing you had to watch out for, but now, now I am utterly terrified as to
what this foreign plant is after being warned by Simon Palmer and I don’t even
know what it looks like!
After careful treading, we finally reached the top and the view was spectacular. The
walk-in was worth it. Dan and I separated from the group and continued our way
into the maze of rocks and “Oops I did It Again” stood majestically before us with its
beautiful lines. But “oops” it was. Gloveless, I seconded after watching Dan breeze up
it. If I could do the crack route at the gym, I can do this.
Armed with confidence, I placed my fists into the crack, leaned and put my weight
on it and Holy F-- was it dreadful. The rock was coarse, grainy and painful. Why
would you do this to yourself unless you were a masochist? Each move was salt to
an open wound. Midway through the climb, a stubborn nut caused me to waver.
The battle was long and I was struggling to pry it out. I was losing my patience- how
can this small thing cause me so much agony on top of the torment I’m already
going through. With Dan’s encouragement, I held in my tears, kept my ego intact
and finally managed to pop the nut out. By the time I reached the top, my hands
looked like a dog’s chew toy. My dream of becoming a hand model is now out of the
question forever.
Dan graciously made me a pair of gloves using some tape after seeing how battered
my hands were. At this point, I was questioning life decisions but I can’t let these
new crack gloves go to waste. With my hands taped up, we hopped onto a new
crack route. What a lifesaver! My hands weren’t screaming and I could now focus on
the climb itself. The weather was perfect, the climb was technical, the rock features
were beautiful and the view was stunning. Here I was, dare I say, enjoying myself!
A few years have passed now, and I’ve gone back to Billy-Billy a few times and have
expanded my map, with Booroomba Rocks being my favourite. Not only do we have
great variety- from cracks to slabs to amazing multi-pitches nestled in idyllic forest
settings, there are climbs that would suit anyone and everyone- whether you’re a
beginner or an expert. Just be more prepared than I was- bring tape or crack gloves
if you’ve got virgin hands and a supportive friend. Don’t contemplate. Just DO IT.
You will not regret an ounce of it.

STORY BY
JANNAH
SANI
ISSUE 1
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SPRINGBANK ISLAND KAYAKING

BY CASSANDRA
MURRELL

Just a few photos from the Kayak+BBQ trip out to Springbank Island.
Keep an eye out for the kayaking Come-and-Try sessions on the trip
calendar. Thanks to all the legends who came along!
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Story and photos by
Shubhankar Kapoor

Objectively speaking, one should detest beer, black coffee, or anything bitter for that matter.
However, over time, due to reasons abound, you might find yourself claiming to be a
connoisseur, reveling in the fact that your taste buds can now distinguish the subtle differences.
So, you might wonder why this mindless rambling and is there a metaphor somewhere?
Where there is, but don’t get your hopes up. If I may put my two cents in, granite climbing
is like black coffee - it’s an acquired taste. Someone who isn’t acquainted with granite or just
moved to Canberra having climbed elsewhere might ask themselves what’s to like? The sharp
crystals inside a crack? Or thin crimps-only routes? Or carrying a full Trad rack uphill and
bush bashing at times to climb a 10m crack which is too big for a fist? Or the run-out slabbing?
What’s to like? They think entirely nonplussed and then eventually settle into weekly trips to
the Sydney basin sandstone crags, i.e., Nowra and surrounds. However, if you give granite
some time, get used to standing on crystals, and start saying the age-old adage “jams are jugs”,
it would open myriads of options, all within a stone’s throw away, and would keep you on your
tippy-toes year-round.
Having started climbing outdoors only in the last year or so, with restricted movement due to
you know what, granite was the most feasible option. Since my trade of choice is bushwalking
(although climbing is battling for the first position), a decent walk to the crag never bothered
me. But what really drew me to granite was exploring and finding obscure gems. For me, the
point of going outdoors is to be away from people, and climbing on the desolate crags on Corin
road is a perfect getaway. Climbing cracks or slabs, surrounded by gums, with often spectacular
views, in the company of your climbing droogies is an unfettered and underrated pleasure
every fledgling Canberra climber should experience. Granite climbing is most definitely
a holistic experience, and it would leave you with that unique sweet feeling of exhaustion
combined with satisfaction. Furthermore, there are so many routes waiting to be discovered,
offering a chance for you to do a First Ascent, which is often reserved for strong climbers.
But I understand there are limited sport options, and it’s not straightforward if you don’t have
a Trad rack and/or don’t know how to place gear. This is where ANUMC will enable you to
jump over those hurdles, and coming to the climbing wall and meeting climbers is perhaps the
easiest way. So get in them granite boulders and crack away! With some practice at the old wall
crack and gloves (tape gloves are just as good), I’m optimistic that the initial trepidation would
disappear along with the need for sandstone jugs because jams are the real jugs!
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CANYONING BLUE MOUNTAINS
With great teamwork, upand-coming canyoning
leaders took a freezing Blue
Mountains cold snap in their
stride to knock off three
canyons — Empress, Juggler
& Grand — in our overnight
earlier in the year!

PHOTOS — RICHARD SALMONS
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CLUB TRIP GRAB BAG

PHOTOS BY
HIROKI

Nop and Fiona smiling at the sunset on the Main Range

Richard pausing for a quick portrait during his trip for introducing
keen beginners to backcountry spots along the Main Range

Dom, master of flames, maker of meatloaf

Jake being lowered down after happily linking up
Reptilian (25) at Snake Rock

Terence on his onsight of Offwidth left of Sentry Duty (16)
at the Fortress with Tom as his attentive belayer

Tom fighting through Twin Set (18) at Snake Rock

Panda crushing it during his first ever ice climbing trip

Byron topping out his climb

Timmy dry-tooling up a tricky section

Tom falling in love with the joys of ice climbing

Tom sneaking in a cheeky sandwich during a midday break

James deep in thought about Nietzsche and Aristotle
before entering his sleeping bag

Dom assured of his victory at a game of cards

Lucas charging up with his vegan pasta in between climbs

Beatrix walking along the ridge of Carruthers peak

Terence scoping out his next climb at Hollywood

James after a long day at the Canowie Brook campsite in
Morton National Park

Tom watching climbers while supporting them through
his excellent singing and ukulele

Wyatt doing ice

Tom squeezing through a crack with his lunch and water
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ARTHUR
RANGES
TASMANIA
AUTUMN
2022

Byron and Luke. “I wonder if we knew
we’d be camping on a secluded beach
that night” — Byron.

Bushwalking officer Byron and
his mate Luke hiking in the
Arthur Ranges of Tasmania in
autumn 2022.

It’s not about the final destination,
but about the journey and the
friends you make along the way.

It was a bitter-sweet feeling as
we left the friends we’d made in
search of a larger objective. It was
only just sweet enough for us stick
to the plan.

Dizziness associated with a lack of
eating thankfully didn’t influence
this photo.

Our set for Jurassic Park, Tasmania.

The Stairway to Heaven.

Sometimes you have to look back
to appreciate where you are and
how you got there.
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Indoor Climbing W
alls

The club has access
to the two indoor clim
bing walls located in
Union, and they are
the ANU Sports
an ideal way to devel
op fitness, build stre
many aspects of roc
ngth and learn
k climbing techniqu
e including valuable
experienced members
tips from more
. The walls also offer
the convenience of be
located and the oppo
ing centrally
rtunity to climb indoo
rs
at night or when the
unsuitable for climbin
weather is
g outdoors.
Access on club nights
and off-peak times is
free and permitted for
members who have
club
attended, passed and
paid for a belay course
The club also provid
(see below).
es harnesses and sho
es to use at the wall
on club nights.
On club nights Clim
bing Wall Officers wil
l open and close the
peak use at other tim
faciliity. For offes you will be responsi
ble for providing you
climbing gear, securi
r own personal
ng and packing up the
anchors for the ropes
being used.
The club usually has
use of the walls on Mo
nday, Wednesday and
evenings. Access on
Friday
public holidays will be
limited by ANU Sport
There are also some
opening hours.
dates where the clim
bing walls are not ava
regular timeslots du
ilable for the
e to ANU exams, tou
rnaments etc.
The weekly climbin
g times for 2022 are
:
Monday
16:00–20:00
Old and New walls
Wednesday 7:00–9
:00
Old
and New walls
		
16:00–18:00
Old and New walls
Anyone using the ind
		
oor climbing walls at
18:00–20:00
the ANU must have
New Wall only
pass which can be ob
a current belay
tained once you hav
e attended a belay cou
Friday		
demonstrated the req
7:00–9:00
rse and
uir
ed
Old
be
lay
and
and
Ne
w
safety techniques in
walls
		
club runs belay course
16:00–20:00
use at the ANU. The
s to teach beginners
Old and New walls
how to safely use the
and other safety equip
ropes, harnesses
ment so that climbe
rs can fall or be lowere
and safe manner. For
d in a controlled
more experienced clim
bers, the belay course
teach the specific req
is necessary to
uirements in place at
the ANU climbing wa
using the facility this
lls. For everyone
contributes to ensur
ing
that consistent and
are applied and that
safe techniques
insurance requirement
s are met.

Belay courses

How to sign up

I N DOO

Belay courses are list
ed in the trip calendar
on the ANUMC websi
sign up for the event
te, and you can
if you are a club memb
er by logging in and
the registration form
completing
— non members can
create a website acc
the contact listed for
ount or email
the course. Please tak
e
note of the requirem
courses set out in the
ents for belay
trip description on the
website, including pay
to both the club prior
ment of fees
to attending and to
ANU Sport on the day
of the course.
What to brin

g

R C LI

MBIN

G

If you have your own
climbing shoes, harne
ss etc. then bring the
will be climbing durin
m along. You
g the course, so wear
appropriate clothing
fitness training or ph
suitable for
ysical activities. The
club has some climbin
members on club nig
g shoes for use by
hts if you don’t own
a pair, but be aware
always be able to fin
that you may not
d a pair in your size if
they’re all being use
idea to bring along a
d. So it is a good
pair of snug fitting spo
rts shoes with a thin
make climbing easier
sole which will
if you’re unable to use
a pair of the club sho
attend the course.
es when you
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